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Quite a few different kinds of spaces like 1-st countable spaces,
sequential spaces and M-spaces have been characterized as images or
inverse images of metric spaces by unique-valued mappings satisfying certain conditions, but so far little efforts have been made to
take advantage of multi-valued mappings in this aspect of study.
The purpose of the present paper is to show usefulness of such
mappings in characterization of two interesting classes of generalized
metric spaces, a-spaces (due to [4]) and M*-spaces (due to [2]).
Throughout the paper spaces are at least T. As for general terminologies andsymbols the reader is refered to [3]. Some results, terminologies and references concerning multivalued mappings will be
found in [1]. We also use Theorem 1 of [5] in the following discussions.
Definition 1 Let f be a multi-valued mapping from a space X to
a space Y such that f(x):/: for every x e X, and f-(y):/= for every
y e Y. (Such a mapping will be called simply a map from on.) Then
for each subset C of X and for each subset D of Y we define the following symbols.

f(C)-- (J{f(x)]x e C}, f(C--{yly e Y, f-l(y)C},
f-l(n) [J{f-i(y) ly D}, f-(D}--(xlx e X, f(x)cD}.
Then f is called closed if f(C) is closed in Y or every closed in Y or
every closed subset C of X. If for each y e Y there is x e f-(y) such
that f-x(V} is a nbd(=neighborhood) of x or every nbd V of y, then
the map f is called selection continuous. If for each y e Y and for
every nbd V of y there is x e f-X(y) such that f-x(V} is a nbd o x,
then f is called w. selection continuous. It is obvious that for onevalued mappings our definition of closed map turns out to be the ordinary one, and ’selection continuous’ as well as ’w. selection continuous’
coincide with ’continuous’ in the ordinary sense. Furthermore f will
be called a s. perfect map if it is closed, selection continuous and compact, i.e. f-(y) is compact or every y e Y.
Proposition 1. Let X be a regular a-space and Y a space. If
there is a closed, w. selection continuous map f from X to Y, then Y
is a.
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Proof. Let q]= -Un be a a-closure preserving net (= network)
or X consisting of closed sets. Then f(U’)-{f(U)IU e U} is obviously
a a-closure preserving collection o closed sets in Y. We claim that it
isanetorY. LetybeapointoYandVanopennbdoy. Then
there is x e f-(y) such that f-(V} is a nbd o x. Hence there is U e cU
such that x e U f-I(V}. Then f(U) e f(cU), and y e f(U) V. Thus
f(cU) is a net, and hence Y is a.
Theorem 1. A regular space Y is a a-space if and only if one of
the following conditions is satisfied.
i) There is a metric space X and a closed, w. selection continuous map from X to Y.
ii) There is a metric space X and a closed, selection continuous
map from X to Y.
iii) There is a subspace X of Baire’s zero-dimensional space N(A)
and a s. perfect map from Y to Y.
Proof. It suffices, by virtue o Proposition 1, to show the necessity
o the condition iii). Let Y be a a-space; then there is a a-discrete
net U= cU, where each U is a discrete collection of closed sets.
Let q/-cU t2 {X}, n= 1, 2,
Then q? is a locally finite closed cover
o order 2. Put -{W I e An}, and A= A. By defining that W
or every eA--A, we may assume -{WIeA}. Now,
define a subspace X of the Baire’s zero-dimensional space N(A) by

=

X-- (o, o, ...) N(A)
W =/= f) W.
Then we define a map f trom X to Y by
f((o1, a, ...)): W, (a, a.,,,, ) e X.
i=l
Obviously f(x)O for each x e X, and f-(y)O or each y e Y. To
prove that f is selection continuous, let y e Y; then there is a An,
such that {W In- 1, 2,
n- 1, 2,
} is a net about y. Put x- (a,
a, ...); then x e f-(y) because f(x)-( W y. Let V be a given
nbd of y in Y; then there is n or which W V. Thus N(a,..., a)
={(fl, ...) e X]-, ...,fln--} is a nbd o x in X such that
f(N(a, ..., an))( W V. Therefore N(a, ..., a) f-(V, provi=l
ing that f-(V} is a nbd of x. Thus f is selection continuous.
Our next claim is that f is closed. Observe that each closed set
of X is expressed as ( F, where each F is a union of closed sets of

,

the

orm N(oI, ..., a).

Now, let us prove that f
\_-

((_ Fn)

is a closed
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Because, otherwise ]or each n there is x e Ff3... fF such that
y e f(x). Let x-- (cry, ...), x= (er,d.,
then
), x-- (a,a,a, ),
we obtain

Since y

N(a)F,
N(a[) F, N(a, ) F,
N(a) F, N(a, a) F, N(a, a, a) F,
i- 1, 2, .,
e
can take on at most two different

W
Thus

,
a
a--a--...-

.
- .

values.
for some infinite subsequence {i,i,
} of {1, 2, }. Similarly we can choose an infinite subsequence
Repeating
{i, i, } from {i, i, } such that a? a?-...
the same process, generally we choose a subsequence {i.i,...} of
Now {i, i, i,
{i_, i_, } such that
} is a
subsequence of {1, 2,
such
that
}
?--fl,--fl "". Then x-(f/x, fl2,...) is a point of X. Note that
y
W- f(x) and also that N(fl) F, N(fli, f12) C F2, ", which im-

a a--

plies z

N(fl) N(I, fl)

.

"--

.

herefore

...

f

N

which

N) for some
hus we can assume
f(N
Observe that 1
is a sum of dosed sets of the form
rr,
N(rl)
N(rr, ", r)" If rlr-, then f(N(rl)
r))- N
r))- f(N(rr,
N(rr,
Otherwise f(N(rl)
N(rr,
N) is a sum of dosed sets of the form W... W. Since
are locally finite, f(l
) is a dosed set. Hence
hus
disjoint from
X--f(N...N) is a nbd of
is a contradiction.

’’’

...,

W.

, ...,

,

.,

’’"

closed set.
f(N,)o showis athat
is compact map, let

...,

f(N).

g,

and z, z,
f-l().
Then by the same argument as before we choose z-(fl, fl,...) in
f-l(), We also claim that z is a duster point of the sequence {zli--1,
2,... }, because for each there is z( whose first coordinates coincide with those of z. Since X is a metric spaee, this means that f-()
is compact.
Definition Z. Let f be a map from X to Y. If f-(G) is dosed
in X for every dosed set G in Y, then f is called eotio. If f is
continuous and if f-() is compact (eountably compact)for each point
of Y, then f is efeet (qi-ereet). If f(z) is eountably compact
for each oint z of X, then f is Y-eotab
Proposition Z. Let f be a qai-efeet,
map
X to g. I X i a M*-aee, the o
of locally finite dosed
Proof. X has a sequence
covers satisfying the following condition"

f

rom

a

>>...
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x e S(x0, cU), i-1, 2,... or a fixed point x0, then {x} has
a cluster point.
Then it is easy to see that f(cU),i-l,2,.., are closure-preserving,
point-finite and accordingly locally finite closed covers of Y. Let G
G... be a sequence of non-empty closed sets in Y such that G
S(yo, f(cU)). Then, put H= f-(G) S(f-(yo), cU) to get a decreasing sequence {Hli-1, 2,...} of non-empty closed sets in X. Assume
( H= to prove the contrary. Then or each x e f-l(y0) there is i(x)
i=l
such that S(x, cU())H()-, because otherwise from the condition
(M) it follows that H :/: {. Let U(x)- X- U U e cU x e U} and V
(M) If

i=1

{Ut(x)(x)lx e f-l(yo) and i(x)-i}.

Then each Vi is open, and

V

f-l(yo). Since f-l(yo) is countably compact,
V D f-l(y0) for some
i=l
k. Thus each point x’ of f-(Yo) belongs to V for some i<__k, i.e. x’
e U(x) or some x with i(x)-i. This implies that euch element U of
U contains x whenever it contains x’. Therefore S(x’, cU)S(x’, cU)
S(x,U)X--HX-H. Thus S(f-(yo),U) H--H-, which
is a contradiction. Hence we conclude that x e ( H--{. Now f(x)
i=l

G:/:,i-l,2, ..., and f(x) is countably compact.

Hence ( G=/=,
i=l

proving that Y is an M*-space.
Theorem 2. A space Y is an M*-space if and only if it satisfies
one of the following conditions.
i) There is a metric space X and a quasi-perfect, Y-countably Ycompact map from X to Y.
ii) There is a metric space X and a perfect, Y-countably compact
map from X to Y.
iii) There is a subspace X of N(A) and a perfect, Y-countably
compact map from X to Y.
Proof. It suffices, by virtue of Proposition 2, to prove the necessity of iii). Let cU)cU.., be a sequence o locally finite closed
covers of Y satisfying (M). Let U-{UIa e An}, and A--) A.
i=l
Define a subspace X of the Baire’s 0-dimensional space N(A) and a

from X to Y by X-{(a,a,...)eN(A)IaeA,(U},
f((a, a, ...))-( U. Then f(x) is obviously countably compact or
i=1
each x e X. To prove the continuity of f, suppose G is a closed set in
...) e f -(G) in X. Then f(x)-( U Y-G. ThereY, and x-(a,
i=1
ore by (M)U,
U Y-G or some i, and hence N(a, a)
is a nbd o x whose image is disjoint rom G. Thus N(a,...,a)
f-l(G)-, proving that f-(G)is closed. The rest of the proo is
map

f

,

...,
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similar to the proo o Theorem 1.
Remark. As suggested by Proposition 2 which generalizes two
theorems of T. Ishii [2] at the same time, another advantage o multivalued maps is to provide us with possibility to unify two different
types o theories o unique-valued mappings, theory of images and
that o inverse images.
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